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“the most dangerous worldviews are the worldviews 
of those who have never viewed the world.”

alexander von humboldt

THE ONE WORLD DISCOVERY
THE INTERNATIONAL EDUTAINMENT DOCU-REALITY
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ONE OF THE GREATEST VALUES OF OUR TIME IS TIME!!!
therefore, we took the time to conceive an extraordinary and contemporary cross-media production that, due to its many 

peculiarities, needs time to be understood in detail. however, in order to save your valuable time, we have divided the 
concept into � linked sections.

THE CONTENT
IN 3 ACTS

PART I - GENERAL FACTS
pages � - 11: the hosts, creative technical features, coverage

PART II - CREATIVE FACTS
pages 12 - ��: the itinerary & stories

PART III - HARD FACTS & PRODUCTION NOTES
pages �� - 11�: the v-guides �detailed introduction�, visualization, target-group, 
product-placement options, reach, cross-media details, frequency of puplications, 
contacts
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THE V-GUIDES
THE UNIQUE HOSTS

the hosts of the one world discovery aren't only beautiful reporters, actresses and models but impressive and outstanding personalities, 
true role models. everyone has her own style, interests, and talents. therefore, they inspire all target groups, regardless of age, 
gender or origin. besides, they are real adventurers, who are truly interested in the values of our world. with their charm, they 
convey even the most demanding topics in an easily understandable and cheerful way, while they provide excitement and entertainment 
with their stories and activities. so, it's time to follow the v-guides on THE ONE WORLD DISCOVERY

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

learn more about the 
v-guides on the next pages. GRETA
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history - traditions - nature hospitality - accommodation

citylife & culture fun & entertainment

THE DISCOVERY IN BRIEF
CUTTING-EDGE EDUTAINMENT

every state is presented in the format
7 days or 7 weeks. 

at least
1 episode represents 1 day or 1 week

in the v-guide's travel diary.

over the course of each day�week, the v-guides discover the local
history, culture, art, nature, traditions, 

cuisine, music, attractions, activities, 
entertainment..., people, 

and other values.

who knows a place better than locals� 
thus, the girls meet 'friends' everywhere from whom they

 learn a lot about the country's values.

all reports, partners, interviews, etc. will be wrapped into
an authentic, eye-catching, and entertaining 

STORYTELLING. 
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CROSS-MEDIA UP TO DATE
COVERAGE & FREQUENCY AT A GLANCE

D O C U - R E A L I T Y

online: website, issuu and other platforms  
print on demand: avaialble in europe & usa

extent: approx. 1� main articles per issue
frequency: weekly

special: the magazine completes the documentary 
with more details and reports, interviews, news, 

reviews, links to �booking� pages, services, etc. 

M A G A Z I N E

M U L T I P L I E R S

THE
CROSS-MEDIA

SERIES

style: mix of tv documentary, road movie, social media channel
frequency: daily - weekly
running time: between �� - 12� minutes
platforms: �start� youtube & free int. platforms 
streaming partner from summer 2�22
language: eng. �voice over opt.: ger, fr, esp�
subtitles: ger �opt. it, fr, esp, pt, ru�

diaries*: daily reviews & reports, talks... �-1� min.
bts: weekly glimpse behind the scenes á 1�-2� min. 
tutorials**: photo�video, nutrition, sports,  
beauty, fashion, style... weekly �-1� min. 
sweepstakes: film, music, travel, products...
live stream**: interviews, news, moods, events...
platforms: all social media, podcasts, photo & video networks

celebrities: presented stars share links, images,
and information within their networks 

universities: tenders to invite locals to take 
part actively create huge awareness�networking

brands: integrated partners share links, images, news
media partner: int. content sharing, exclusive shoots� 

reports, interviews... in print, online and tv media

S O C I A L  M E D I A
  * from day 1 of production, thus, 
in summary, more than �� potsts�
** irregular, appropriate to the 
topics and events.
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THIS EXTENSIVE STORYBOARD IS STILL A SKETCH! 

YOU'RE WELCOME TO ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STORY 

WITH YOUR INSIDER KNOWLEDGE, IDEAS AND WISHES! 

THE STORIES ARE REGULARLY SPREAD OVER:

diaries*film docu podcasts magazine media partners**

*incl. hauls, tutorials, reviews... ** more than 500 opt. partners from tv, print, online...

THE CROSS MEDIA STORY
EYE-CATCHING · INFORMATIVE · ENTERTAINING · EMOTIONAL · CLOSE TO THE AUDIENCE
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ROAD MOVIE
storytelling

DOCUMENTARY
informative

TALK SHOW
entertaining

SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNEL
authentic

THE FILM GENRE MIX
A CONTEMPORARY AND POWERFUL THEME BLEND
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VALUES

HISTORY

VALUES

HISTORY

THE MAIN THEMES
WHAT'S IT ABOUT?
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COVERAGE
PER STATE, REGION OR CITY

7 x FILM EPISODES IN 4K (8K)
7 - 49 DAILY 'DIARIES' & SHORT EPISODES

MORE THAN 100

SOCIAL MEDIA REPORTS
∞ PHOTOGRAPHS IN 45 MP

CONTENT SHARING
WITH MORE THAN 500 INT. MEDIA PARTNERS*
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BEGIN MAIN STORY 
june�july 2�22

BEGIN SIDE-STORIES & DIARIES (TEASER) 
may�june 2�22

1ST SEASON: FLORIDA
� x � episodes + specials

START & DURATION INTERVAL & COVERAGE

DAILY 
vlog's, news, diaries, hauls, tutorials... 

WEEKLY 
episodes, bts, making of.., sweepstakes... 

FORTNIGHTLY
magazines, reviews...

REGULAR QUALITY CONTENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
entertaining and informative quality content is placed on 
the most popular online platforms every day.

THE MULTIPLIERS due to their attractiveness and 
versatility, the v-guides are the strongest cross-media 
multipliers. they are the basis of our multi-channel 
marketing.

PHOTO & VIDEO PLATFORMS 
the v-guides present experience reports,
images, tutorials, reviews, and more on 
commercial platforms and communities.

IMAGE & MEDIA AGENCIES 
selected images and reports are completely 
or partially offered to international agencies 
and stock channels for further distribution.

*MEDIA PARTNERS (TV, PRINT, ONLINE) pictures and reports are 
shared �partially exclusively� with relevant consumer and specialist media 
& blogs from the fields of fashion & lifestyle, travel & tourism, science & 
education, technology, mobility, entertainment, art and much more.

MORE THAN 500 MEDIA NETWORKING PARTNERS IN TOTAL!!!

THE COVERAGE
TIMING & DATES
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all images are for internal illustrative 
purposes only. they may not be copied 

or published in any way. copyrights 
belongs to the creators�owners.

THE STORY BEGINS
INTRO

the one world discovery aims to make people aware of three of the most important values. the goal is to present them 
in an instructive but not lecturing manner. instead, however, the edutaining documentary shows great stories in an 
entertaining and yet challenging way that goes into depth.

THE THREE MAIN VALUES (BEFORE MANY OTHERS): 
1.  to present the beauty of the world that we should experience today and that we must preserve for our descendants.
2. to introduce the people, cultures and traditions of our world to show that we all have so much in common.
�. to dive into the regional stories and visions that we can learn from and that could define our future.

no wonder, then, that right at the beginning of our 
discovery, it takes the enchanting v-guides 
to the land of opportunity, the usa. 
here the discovery starts in the 
stunning florida.
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FLORIDA
A TEMPLATE FOR ALL SEASONS

right at the beginning of their journey, the v-guides follow in the footsteps of tennessee williams and ernest hemingway to key west. 
here they not only celebrate 2�� years of permanent settlement of the island but also experience the incredible diversity of the island 
chain surrounded by the atlantic and the gulf of mexico over 7 days before continuing the trip through florida. 
while diving and swimming, the v-guides learn a lot about florida's underwater world and wonderful creatures such as the 
hammerhead shark and the gentle giants, the manatees. of course, the cheerful girls have also prepared some special gifts �special 
editions� for the ��th anniversary of disney world, the ��th anniversary of kennedy space center, and jax's 1��th birthday. the girls meet 
many people - from next door, athletes, artists, students, and many more - who show them their florida from a local's perspective. 
the v-guides may even get a chance to talk to stars like ariana grande, who were born here.

ariana grande
in every city and state, the v-guides meet popular faces 
to talk with with them about their life, work, passsion 
and the values of their home place. image: cosmopolitan 
uk, ariana grande grammys red carpet 2�2�, cc by �.�

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_zayf7JlPBt8n-0WMcdBjg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_zayf7JlPBt8n-0WMcdBjg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ariana_Grande_Grammys_Red_Carpet_2020.png
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode
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THE KEY(S) TO BLISS
'7 DAYS' FLORIDA KEYS

read the complete storyboard here

DAY I - KEY WEST'S HISTORY DAY II - KEY WEST'S - ART & CULTURE

DAY III - KEY WEST'S - NATURE

DAY V - FROM THE LOWER
KEYS TO MARATHON

DAY IV - KEY WEST'S LIFESTYLE

DAY VI - FROM 
LONG KEY TO ISLAMORADA

DAY IV - FROM THE UPPER KEYS 
TO KEY LARGO

https://valeurmagazine.com/discovery/uae/Ajman-SB.pdf
https://valeurmagazine.com/discovery/usa/FloridaKeysStoryboard.pdf
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FLORIDA
 '7 WEEKS' THE SUNNY STATE 

WEEK II - SOUTHEAST 

WEEK III - THE SOUTHWEST

WEEK IV - THE CENTER

SPECIAL

SPECIAL - 50 YEARS 
DISNEY WORLD

SPECIAL

WEEK V - THE WEST

WEEK VI - THE NORTH

WEEK VII - THE EAST

SPECIAL
JAX

read the complete storyboard here

https://valeurmagazine.com/discovery/uae/Ajman-SB.pdf
https://valeurmagazine.com/discovery/usa/FloridaStoryboard.pdf
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THE DESTINATIONS
AND ITINERARY

PLEASE USE THE FLORIDA STORYBOARDS AS TEMPLATE. 
WE WILL CREATE SIMILARLY COMPLEX EPISODES FOR YOUR STATE. 

DUE TO TIME CONSTRAINTS, AT THAT STAGE, THE FOLLOWING PAGES SHOW 
SHORT SUMMARIES/SKETCHES OF THE SEVEN EPISODES FOR EACH STATE. 
WE WILL EXPLICITLY WORK OUT AND PRODUCE ALL CONTENT AND VALUES 

TOGETHER WITH YOUR IDEAS AND WISHES.
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GEORGIA
THE PEACH STATE IN 7 EPISODES

in season ii the v-guides discover america's peach state. from the beaches, mountains, 
and farmlands to cities like augusta, savannah, and the capital of hip hop, atlanta. while 
searching for hidden gems everywhere, the girls also visit popular highlights like the 
martin luther king jr. national historic site. they admire the beautiful 1�th, and 1�th-century 
architecture and maybe one of the international gulf tournaments. no question, the girls 
will not miss to taste georgia’s award-winning peaches. 
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ALABAMA
THE HEART OF DIXIE IN 7 EPISODES

the �rd season leads the v-guides into the heart of dixie, alabama. as everywhere in the usa, varied adventures await the curious 
girls. after the exciting feeding of some crocodiles at alligator alley in summerdale, it's time to relax and exercise on orange 
bay. then it's off to dauphin island for bird watching, where the v-guides learn more about the migration of birds. then the 
journey of discovery continues to mobile, home to the state's only saltwater port. here the girls discover the cultural center, 
with its museums, art galleries, the symphony, the ballet, and the opera. again and again, the v-guides visit wonderful parks, 
such as the noccalula falls, the cheaha state park, or the little river canyon national preserve. in the capital, montgomery, the 
program includes a visit to the church of martin luther king jr. and the rosa parks museum, named after the famous activist. 
of course, the literature lovers also look forward to a shakespeare play at the blount park theatre.

in talladega, things get fast on the superspeedway. in birmingham, the v-guides visit the 1�th street 
baptist church and one of the largest museums in the region, the birmingham museum of art. 
here, the girls enjoy ballet, symphony, opera as well as theater and film festivals. in the rocket 
city huntsville, head to the stars at the us space & rocket center, and in tuscumbia, it goes to the 
alabama music hall of fame.
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this time the v-guides discover for example the delta blues museum in clarksdale and the b.b. king museum and delta interpretive center 
in indianola. of course, the music lovers dedicate an entire day to the king of rock'n'roll, elvis presley. in tupelo, they visit his birthplace 
& museum as well as the automobile museum, where they not only discover elvis's lincoln but travel further through the decades of 
automobile manufacture. they visit the natchez trace parkway and mississippi petrified forest before they delve into the times of civil 
war with a visit to the uss cairo museum at vicksburg national military park and the war memorial building. at beauvoir, they discover 

the confederate presidential library and museum. from the trainers at the institute for marine mammal studies, the girls learn 
more about sea creatures. then, head back to land at jackson zoological park and the fossil collection of the mississippi 

museum of natural science. in the old capitol museum, they discover the signed married women's property act from 1���. 
finally, they encounter ghosts at the windsor ruins, and enjoy the art and architecture at the ohr-o'keefe museum.

MISSISSIPPI
THE CRADLE OF BLUES IN 7 EPISODES
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LOUISIANA
THE BIG EASY IN 7 EPISODES

the journey continues from the bayou of the pelican state over the picturesque plantations and beautiful 
swamps where the girls hopefully won't run into the “swamp thing” but instead learn many values of the 
country. going to new orleans, the girls surrender to the big easy. they souk up the jazz and meet creole 
friends, who guide them through the history of the french quarters and the world of voodoo. 
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ARKANSAS
THE NATURAL STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides now have days of pure nature ahead of them. they discover arkansas' vast parks and wilderness areas with 
their mountains, caves, rivers, and hot springs, such as those of hot springs national park. the adventurers discover the 
rugged ozark mountains and their limestone caves, such as the blanchard spring caverns, on foot and by bike. of course, the 
v-guides also follow the buffalo national river. the girls experience the beauty of garvan woodland gardens, blanchard 
spring caverns, mammoth spring state park, and mount magazine state parks. they might also find some gems 
at crater of diamonds state park. the v-guides visit the famous little rock central high school national historic 
site, the thorncrown chapel, the crystal bridges museum of american art, the walmart museum, and the arkansas 
air museum. ultimately, of course, the v-guides follow in the footsteps of the clinton family.
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TENNESSEE
THE CRADLE OF COUNTRY MUSIC & ROCK'N'ROLL

morgan freeman

the v-guides explore tennessee's the great smoky mountains national park, the civil war heritage, and andrew 
jackson's hermitage. they also visit the exciting american museum of science and energy and enjoy a dinner 
ride on the restored tennessee valley railroad trains to the museum in casey jones village. the girls enjoy the 
journey on the lookout mountain incline railway and the amazing view from the top of the mountain. they visit 
the battles for chattanooga electric map and museum and chickamauga-chattanooga national military park. in 
pigeon forge, the girls discover the titanic museum and the dollywood express, and in clinton, the museum of 
appalachia. of course, one of the highlights is the visit to the country music city of nashville. here the v-guides 
not only discover the parthenon, beale street with its blues clubs and the country music hall of fame. the girls 
may have a chance to share their experiences on the popular radio show, grand ole opry. of course, despite 
their young age, the absolute highlight for the v-guides is a visit to graceland and the sun studios, where 
rock'n'roll was born. finally, it's on to knoxville, where the adventurers explore market square, the museum 
of east tennessee history, the sunsphere tower, and much more.
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SOUTH CAROLINA
THE PALMETTO STATE IN 7 EPISODES

this time the v-guides discover the subtropical beaches, the swampy sea islands, and admire the view from the 
mountains of caesars head state park. in historic charleston, they admire the pastel-colored homes and southern 
plantations, as well as fort sumter, where the first shots of the civil war were fired. at the port, the girls visit 
the uss yorktown and patriots point and view the wildlife at huntington beach state park. the south carolina 
state museum and the riverbanks zoo and garden in columbia are also on the list. in the north, the v-guides 
discover the endless grand beach and the local golf courses, hilton head island and myrtle beach.
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NORTH CAROLINA
THE TAR HEEL STATE IN 7 EPISODES

from the beaches of the atlantic to the mountains of the appalachians, the v-guides discover the 
state's beauty in many ways. so, according to the motto first in flight, they observe the country 
also from above. of course, it's also about the wright brothers, who were the first to fly an 
airplane in kitty hawk on the outer banks. the explorers travel along the blue ridge parkway 
and explore the biltmore estate in asheville and the beautiful waterfalls. they visit the battleship 
north carolina and the museum of natural sciences. at the aquarium and zoo, they learn from 
the keepers more about their work before they admire the wildlife of cape hatteras, chimney 
rock state park, and grandfather mountains. after so much nature, it's off to the cities, and 
here, for example, to chapel hill to the morehead planetarium and science center and, of course, 
to charlotte, where the v-guides visit a game of the carolina panthers football team, many 
museums, the nascar hall of fame and meet new friends.
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VIRGINIA
THE OLD DOMINION IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides explore virginia from the appalachians to the chesapeake bay and the endless 
atlantic coast. they discover the blue ridge mountains of the shenandoah national park and 
skyline drive and stroll down the same streets as thomas jefferson on a visit to colonial 
williamsburg before heading to monticello, thomas jefferson's well-known plantation 
in charlottesville. in virginia beach, the v-guides explore nature and the mysteries of the 
old lighthouse before visiting john f. kennedy's grave at arlington national cemetery.

the v-guides follow george washington's footsteps to mount 
vernon and delve into the secret world of the luray caverns. 
in busch gardens, they even experience a touch of germany. the 
girls explore history-steeped jamestown and yorktown, as well 
as the futuristic steven f. udvar-hazy center in chantilly. finally, 
in richmond, the girls visit the many cultural sites and museums, 
including the edgar allan poe museum and many more.
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taylor swift
cosmopolitan uk, 
taylor swift at the 2�1� 
american music awards �cropped�, 
cc by �.�

the v-guides are now discovering the political heart of the united states of america. 
they want to follow the historical traces of the great presidents and other 
influential personalities. therefore, they visit the countless imposing classical 
monuments, museums, and many other sights. of course, the capitol, white house, 

and the supreme court are also on the program. everywhere, they learn a lot 
about american history. of course, the girls also enjoy the cultural diversity 

and nightlife of the metropolis.

kamala harris 

WASHINGTON
THE CRADLE OF LIBERTY IN 7 EPISODES

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode
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in the second-smallest state, delaware, the v-guides learn 
that it is considered the first state because it was the 
first of the 1� colonies to ratify the us constitution. here, 
the v-guides admire the rivers, beaches, and forests that 
characterize the landscape. they visit the nemours estate 
and art museum in wilmington, the winterthur museum 
and gardens, the air mobility command museum in 

dover, and the hagley museum and library. of course, the 
nanticoke indian museum and delaware's old state house 
are not missing from the list of attractions. a trip to john 
dickinson plantation takes the explorers back to civil war 
times, while they can unwind at brandywine creek state 
park. in the evening, the v-guides enjoy wonderful cultural 
programs in the grand opera house.

DELAWARE
THE FIRST STATE IN 7 EPISODES
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MARYLAND
THE FREE STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides discover the numerous waterways and stretches of coastline such as the chesapeake 
bay of the free state. the trail takes adventurers to assateague state park, the ocean city boardwalk, 
and antietam national battlefield. in annapolis, the girls attend the u.s. naval academy museum 
and chapel and admire the old town and the william paca house. the trail takes them past the 
harriet tubman underground railroad national historical park, deep creek lake, and the blackwater national 
wildlife refuge. in baltimore, the v-guides discover the inner harbor and fort mchenry, the place where the u.s. 
national anthem was created. here, they also find the national aquarium and the maryland science center, the walters 
art museum and museum of art, the american visionary art museum, and the b & o railroad museum. at oriole park at 
camden yards, sporty girls learn about the city's major league baseball team and then hit baltimore's nightlife.
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NEW JERSEY
THE GARDEN STATE IN 7 EPISODES

bruce springsteen

madison beerfrom the delaware water gap national recreation area, the way leads the v-guides to the long 
shoreline, where they stroll along atlantic city's famous boardwalk. they visit the old victorian 
cape may and admire the architecture of the area. here, they also have fun in the cape may 
county park & zoo. the trail also leads to historic asbury park and princeton battlefield state 
park & institute for advanced study. furthermore, the v-guides visit the battleship new jersey 
and the adventure aquarium in camden. in west orange, they follow in the footsteps of one of 
the greatest inventors of modern times at thomas edison national historical park.

other stops lead to grounds for sculpture and morey's piers. in jersey city, the girls discover 
the liberty science center. the girls want to meet the boss, bruce springsteen, and have a chat 
with madison beer to talk with her about her homeland and latest songs. eventually, the girls 
reach the hudson river and explore liberty state park. the v-guides follow in the footsteps of 
the early honorable immigrants to ellis island, where they prepare themselves for their next 
adventure, new york.
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NEW YORK CITY
THE BIG APPLE IN 7 EPISODES

michael 
j. fox

scarlett 
johansson

the v-guides take � weeks to explore lively new york. after all, they want to get a glimpse behind all the scenes, not 
just those of broadway. of course, the first way leads the girls to the one world trade center. from here, they have 

a fantastic view of the city. the girls experience many exciting locations and stories. they meet incredibly fascinating 
people. just one example of many: in the morning, they go to central park for fitness. after their smartwatches confirm 

the girls' workout goals for the day, they swap out the modern accessories for the first smartwatch ever, casio's calculator 
watch. it became world-famous through its appearance in a very special film, back to the future. so, the v-guides are now looking 
forward to meeting michael j. fox to talk about the past �his career�, present �parkinson's disease�, and future �the mjf parkinson 
foundation�. with many more such in-depth talks as well as incredible discoveries in the city that never sleeps, the v-guides create 
the greatest, modern new york documentary of all time.
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CONNECTICUT
THE CONSTITUTION STATE IN 7 EPISODES

after an exciting time in new york, the v-guides are now taking things a little easier. so, they spend a day relaxing in mystic and exploring 
the centuries-old ships in the famous seaport open-air museum and the beluga whales in the aquarium. they take the ferry to gillette castle 
where the girls soak up the history of the place. the girls just wanna have fun riding the coasters at lake compounce. the v-guides enjoy the 
calming effect in chester before boarding the essex steam train and following the footpaths in kent. fishing in madison is also relaxing. 
in new haven, the girls meet new friends at yale university who also show them the art gallery. in west cornwall, they snap lovely photos 
from the covered bridge and then enjoy a sunbath at hammonasset beach state park. they cruise around the thimble islands and discover 
ogle enders falls in granby. then, it's time for scuba diving at candlewood lake and - later - shopping at greenwich. in new canaan, the girls 
peep through the windows of the glass house and enjoy local food at westport farmer's 
market. of course, they climb mount carmel in sleeping giant state park in hamden 
and wander around litchfield's historic district.
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RHODE ISLAND
LITTLE RHODY IN 7 EPISODES

now the v-guides discover the sandy beaches and coastal towns from the 
colonial era. in newport, the girls recognize their passion for sailing and 
marvel at stately homes like the breakers from the gilded age in the late 
1�th century. they stroll along the cliff walk. the trip also goes to newport. 
here they have a walk along ocean drive and have a tour of bellevue avenue 
mansions. the girls also visit the elms, rosecliff, and the marble house. they 
enjoy the great outdoors at the many parks and have fun at the beaches, at 
block island and mohegan bluffs. in the capital, providence, they meet friends 
at brown university. together, they explore the risd museum of art and the 
performing art center. after strolling through benefit street and the john 
brown house, the friends visit the roger williams park zoo. 
the v-guides also discover the landscaped gardens at 
waterplace park and the riverwalk with the 
acclaimed art installation waterfire.
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MASSACHUSETTS
THE BAY STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides travel along the cape cod beaches and are impressed by the beauty of the giants of the sea while whale watching at stellwagen 
bank national marine sanctuary. they enjoy island life on martha's vineyard, explore the mayflower ii and plimoth plantation in plymouth, 
and be amazed by the historic buildings in salem. at old sturbridge village, they immerse themselves in the lives of people in the early 
1���s. they visit the tanglewood concerts in lenox and the norman rockwell museum in stockbridge. a trip through minute man national 
historical park and lexington green is also on the agenda. finally, after exploring historic deerfield, the v-guides visit harvard university. 
the girls devote a separate chapter to this world-known house, their friends who study here, 
and harvard square and museums. together they are now discovering other special places 
that are closely connected to american colonial history and the war of independence. 
so, they follow the freedom trail to bunker hill monument. the girls also discover the 
museum of fine arts, the isabella stewart gardner museum, and many other renowned 
institutions. relax with a picnic at the boston common and public garden. finally, they 
witness an exciting red sox game at fenway park stadium.
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the v-guides not only discover the countless hiking trails through the hills and forests as well as some of the more than 1�� covered 
wooden bridges from the 1�th century. maybe the sporty girls will have the opportunity to put their skiing skills to the test. therefore, 
they visit the ski museum in stowe. the church street marketplace in burlington offers an opportunity for a city stroll. here, the 
v-guides also enjoy a scenic sunset at the bike path and waterfront park. the beautiful retreats of hildene in manchester enchant the 
v-guides, who then also explore mount mansfield and smugglers notch as well as the quechee gorge. in bennington, they visit the battle 
monument and museum and the park-mccullough historic governor's mansion. the marsh-billings-rockefeller national historic park 
and billings farm & museum await the girls in woodstock. furthermore, lake champlain and a maple farm are also on the program. of 
course, the v-guides try vermont's world-renowned maple syrup here. in west brattleboro, head to the brattleboro farmer's market. 
detours to the shelburne museum, fairbanks museum & planetarium, and the montshire museum of science are also planned. the v-guides 
don't miss the opportunity to explore the rock of ages quarry and green mountain national forest.

VERMONT
THE GREEN MOUNTAIN STATE IN 7 EPISODES
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NEW HAMPSHIRE 
THE GRANITE STATE IN 7 EPISODES 

the new england adventure continues 
through quaint towns and vast wilderness 
areas. the v-guides discover the white 
mountain national forest with its sports 
areas. of course, the mt. washington cog 
railway takes them to the region's highest 
mountain, mt. washington. maybe, the 
girls spot moose and black bears while 
following the appalachian trail. the 
athletes explore the lost river gorge and 
climb mt. monadnock. they also discover 
clark's bears in lincoln. the v-guides visit the 
polar caves in rumney, enjoy the sun on lake 

winnipesaukee and the beautiful rugged 
nature in the flume gorge and franconia 
notch. the course of the savo river is 
observed by the v-guides from the conway 
scenic railroad train. in manchester, 
among other things, the currier museum 
of art and zimmerman house are on the 
program. in portsmouth, the girls explore 
strawbery banke and market square as well 
as the historic houses. during a boat tour, 
they also admire the old lighthouse. finally, 
in hampton beach, the v-guides enjoy live 
music and comedy at the casino ballroom.
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MAINE
THE PINE TREE STATE IN 7 EPISODES 

the v-guides have reached the northernmost state in the usa, where they explore its rocky coastline, maritime history, and 
natural features such as the granite and spruce islands of acadia national park. the girls spot moose at baxter state park and 
mount katahdin, where the appalachian trail ends. they explore the coast with its many lighthouses, including portland head 
lighthouse and the red and white striped beacon at west quoddy head. the girls satisfy their hunger at some of the lobster 
restaurants and enjoy sandy beaches like those at ogunquit and old orchard. the coastal maine botanical gardens are also 
on the itinerary. in rockland, the path leads the v-guides to the art museum. they visit boothbay harbor, bar harbor, and 
monhegan island. in camden, they watch the beautiful windjammers and experience an unforgettable cruise along the maine 
coast. this is how it goes in bath to the maine maritime museum. the art lovers marvel at the exhibits at the portland museum 
of art & winslow homer studio. of course, they also explore the victoria mansion. among others, the bowdoin college museum 
of art is waiting for the v-guides in brunswick.
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REACHING THE BORDER OF ONE OF THE MOST
IMPRESSIVE COUNTRIES ON EARTH, THE V-GUIDES
WILL DISCOVER FASCINATING CANADA'S EAST 
COAST. during their trip through the forests, the girls become familiar 

with the only bilingual province of the country. donald sutherland

THE CANADA DETOUR
NEW BRUNSWICK
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novia scotia

cape breton island newfoundland

prince edward island

CANADA'S EAST
UNIQUE AND FASCINATING
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THE WORLD'S BIGGEST ISLAND ISN'T ONLY A
WONDERFUL NATURAL PLACE. moreover, it's an indicator 

of climatic change. 
the v-guides discover the amazing danish island within 7 days.

GREENLAND
FROM VIKINGS TO CLIMATIC CHANGE
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newfoundland and labrador quebec

ottawa

BACK TO CANADA'S EAST
FROM TECHNOLOGY (BOMBARDIER) OVER ICE HOCKEY TO THE CIRQUE DU SOLEIL

montreal
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THE V-GUIDES discover the dynamic metropolis 
with a core of soaring skyscra-

pers, all dwarfed by the iconic, free-standing cn tower. they 
also visit the many green spaces, from the queen’s park to 
the high park and its trails, sports facilities and zoo before 
they go to the famous niagara falls.

keanu reeves

ONTARIO
FROM TORONTO TO THE NIAGARA FALLS
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william shatner dan aykroyd elisha cuthbert

michael cera

michael bublé

evangeline 
lilly

carrie-anne moss

jim carrey

avril lavigne

justin bieber

elon musk
hayden 

christensen

feist nina dobrev alanis morissette
rachel 
mcadams

seth rogen

TORONTO'S
WALK OF FAME & CANADA'S POPULAR FACES (INTERVIEW OPTIONS)

bryan adams

mile
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yr
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NEW YORK STATE
BACK IN THE USA - THE EMPIRE STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides are now discovering the diversity of the state. their adventure leads them from niagara falls and 
taughannock falls to thousand islands & alexandria bay. then, the adventurous journey goes to lake placid, 
albany, and montauk. of course, saragota springs and watkins glen state park are also on the itinerary. the 
v-guides explore the hamptons, montauk, the finger lakes wine country, rochester, and much more.   
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PENNSYLVANIA
THE KEYSTONE STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides experience lots of fun, nature, and architecture 
at hershey park, presque isle state park, and fallingwater. 
in pittsburg, the girls discover the phipps conservatory, the 
andy warhol museum, and the carnegie museum of natural 
history. in harrisburg, their way leads the explorers to the 
state capitol before continuing to strasburg and valley 
forge and its national historical park. at gettysburg 
national military park, the v-guides expand their knowledge 
of the american civil war. of course, the girls know that 
pennsylvania is one of the 13 founding states of the usa. 
therefore, they look forward to a special highlight, the 

former capital of the country, philadelphia. here they first 
visit independence hall, the place where the declaration of 
independence and the constitution were signed, as well as 
the liberty bell. they also visit eastern state penitentiary. 
after running up the steps of the museum of art, they snap 
photos in the pose immortalized by silvester stallone from 
the movie rocky. the girls also pay a detailed visit to the zoo, 
which also played a role in the film. in the reading terminal 

market, they discover many delicacies. strengthened, 
the v-guides can dress up for the evening and enjoy 
philadelphia's nightlife.
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WEST VIRGINIA
THE MOUNTAIN STATE IN 7 EPISODES

in morgantown, the v-guides meet students who show them the campus and their west virginia. together they discover wonderful small 
towns like harpers ferry with its beautiful park. in wheeling, they visit museums, shops, and the capitol theatre. the girls' spirit of exploration 
awakens even more in the seneca caverns and bluefield coal mines. in huntington, they follow the country's industrial history and enjoy 
nature and the impressive view of the bridge in the new river gorge national park. the adventurers hike through the many parks. blackwater 
falls state park, cathedral falls, kanawa falls, and the snowshoe mountain ski resort are also on the girl's bucket lists. after long hikes, the 
v-guides relax in the luxurious resort in greenbrier county. they follow the legacy of charles washington in charles town, where they also 
visit the hollywood casino. the girls discover the gateway to the shenandoah valley, martinsburg, and parkersburg. in charleston, where 
the elk and kanawha river meet, the way leads to the west virginia state museum. of course, they let themselves be impressed by the beautiful 
governor's mansion and the impressive gold-domed state capitol. they don't miss the clay center for the arts and sciences. in the afternoon 
and evening, they explore the discovery museum, where the girls also visit the planetarium and enjoy a performance in 
the concert hall. a stop at the theater is a must before the girls immerse themselves in the city's nightlife.  
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OHIO
THE BUCKEYE STATE IN 7 EPISODES

a very varied program awaits the v-guides these days. they learn more about technology and history at the national museum of the us air 
force near dayton. the girls have fun on the shores of lake erie, near sandusky, when they ride some of the 1� world-class rollercoasters. 
they enjoy pure nature at hocking hills state park and franklin park conservatory and botanical gardens. the v-guides get an insight 
into the culture and traditions of a special community in amish county. they experience extraordinary animals in the columbus zoo 
and aquarium. a full-packed educational experience they get in the cincinnati museum center. here they also take nice photos at 
fountain square. things get artistic at the toledo museum of art. on a train ride along the cuyahoga valley scenic train route, 
the girls learn more about the work of the train team while enjoying the ride and view. then, it gets historically at stan hywet 
hall & gardens in akron. cleveland awaits the v-guides with delicious specialties at the west side market. the museum of art 
is also on the program here. at cleveland's waterfront, the v-guides also discover the legacy of the greatest music legends 
while visiting the rock & roll hall before they immerse into the city's nightlife.
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MICHIGAN
THE WOLVERINE STATE IN 7 EPISODES

from mesmerizing sunsets on lake huron in mackinac island to motor city detroit, the v-guides once again encounter 
many exciting stories and people. in the college town of ypsilanti, they meet friends who will show them around 
the state. together they experience the great outdoors of great lakes bay, pictured rocks national lakeshore, and 
bond falls scenic site. of course, they also visit the isle royale national park. here and there, the v-guides feel 
transported to europe. the v-guides experience a dutch touch in holland and a bit of bavaria in frankenmuth. 
in charlevoix, the girls enjoy the night while stargazing. they dive into the solitude of the porcupine mountains 
and explore the upper peninsula as well as beaver island and the blue water area. from cheboygan to conway, 
they follow the inland waterways. they discover michigan's creative, artistic side in ann arbor and saugatuck 
and exercise in beautiful traverse city. here they also have a nice trip along the pierce stocking scenic drive, visit 
the sleeping bear dunes national lakeshore and enjoy the wonderful views of lake michigan and glen lake. after 
exploring some of the museums and parks in grand rapids, the girls delve into the state's trending music scene.
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INDIANA
THE HOOSIER STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides meet friends at the university of notre dame and in bloomington. here they also discover the wonderlab museum of science. the 
trail leads to the fort wayne zoo and west lafayette to prophetstown state park. indiana dunes national lakeshore awaits explorers in porter. 
the v-guides love their motorhome, with which they are discovering america. of course, a visit to the rv/mh hall of fame museum is at the 
top of the bucket list. the girls learn a lot about american manufacturing at the studebaker national museum in south bend. in madison, the 
v-guides feel transported back to the 1�th century with a visit to the lanier mansion state historic site and going in the underground while 
visiting the bluespring caverns in bedford. a visit to the first christian church in columbus will not be missing from the program. in the 
eiteljorg museum of american indian and western art, the v-guides learn that indianapolis not only stands for speed but is also a cultural and 
historical hotspot. the pretty girls have kept their childlike spirit. so they have a lot of fun at the children's museum. they also discover the 
medical history museum and the exciting market street catacombs. but of course, a lot in indianapolis revolves around the famous race, for 
example in the motor speedway museum. besides, one of the absolute highlights is a visit to the indianapolis motor speedway, where the girls 
can watch a race and sit in one of the racing cars themselves.
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KENTUCKY
THE BLUEGRASS STATE IN 7 EPISODES 

from fast cars to horseback, it's about the 
famous kentucky derby in louisville. the v-guides 
bet and have fun at the racecourse. afterward, 
the girls visit the kentucky derby museum and 
don't overlook the huge baseball bat that 
invites the team to visit the slugger museum 
& factory. then it goes to the muhammad ali 
center. the girls discover the mega cavern on 
a bike and zip line tour. as nature lovers, they 
explore the daniel boone national forest, the 
cumberland gap national historical park, 

and the cumberland falls state resort park. 
at the abraham lincoln birthplace national 
historic park, the v-guides learn more about 
one of america's most famous and important 
presidents. the girls become real explorers in 
mammoth cave national park and lost river cave. 
they visit the horse park near lexington and the 
shaker village of pleasant hill in harrodsburg. 
last but not least, the team visits the aquarium 
in newport and the great american dollhouse 
museum in danville.
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MISSOURI
THE SHOW ME STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides are drawn to the live country music capital of the universe, branson. here they discover the ozark mountains and lake as well 
as the table rock lake state park and the talking rocks cavern. during a trip to silver dollar city, the girls take many photos of the area and 
the branson scenic railroad. in kansas city, they explore the nelson-atkins museum of art and the imposing national world war i museum 
and memorial. in jefferson city, the governor's mansion, the missouri state museum, and the lewis & clark trailhead plaza are just a few of 
the highlights. the v-guides experience a journey back to the times of the civil war while visiting the wilson's creek national battlefield and 
civil war museum in republic. as bookworms, they are also drawn to the mark twain boyhood home and museum in hannibal. in the harry s. 
truman presidential library and museum, they learn that in independence the name says it all. springfield surprises the girls with wonderful 

parks and gardens and the wonders of wildlife national museum & aquarium. on a stroll through the zoo, the forest park, 
and especially the botanical gardens the v-guides learn that st. louis has a lot of nature to offer. in the city which is known as 
the gateway to the west, it also goes to the well-known gateway arch and many other highlights.
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ILLINOIS
THE PRAIRIE STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides reach the land of lincoln, where they follow in his footsteps in lincoln's new salem and in the capital springfield. 
here, they also visit the abraham lincoln presidential library and museum, the dana-thomas house, and the famous route 66 
motorheads bar. as always, the girls also visit the university. so it leads them to the campus in champaign-urbana. then they 
and their friends explore the cahokia mounds state historic site in collinsville, illinois beach park in zion, and the unique 

bahá'í house of worship in wilmette. in gurnee, the girls enjoy plenty of action at six flags great america and even more 
delicious sweeties at the chocolate sanctuary. their inquiring minds are instantly awakened in cave-in-rock, and they become 

farmhands at bengtson's pumpkin farm. visits to the farmers market in aurora or the wolff's flea market in rosemont are a 
must. the trail passes beautiful places like winnetka or shirley with its funk prairie home museum. the girls discover the impressive 

nature of the state in shawnee national forest, starved rock state park, morton arboretum, lake katherine, anderson japanese gardens, 
warren dunes state park, or buffalo rock state park, while pure action in the go ape zipline and adventure park in western springs and 
relaxation at chestnut mountain resort in galena are on the agenda too. here, more precisely in the blaum bros. distilling, the v-guides 
also learn more about the production of whiskey. and in the cellars vineyard, it gets french, because here is all about wine. things 
get italian in niles. because here the v-guides discover a replica of the leaning tower of pisa, while in geneva they experience a touch of 
scandinavia when they visit the viking ship in the good templar park. they are reminded of germany at the belleville christkindlmarkt, 
and the windmill in batavia reminds them of holland. a short trip to the land of the pharaohs is possible in onan's gold pyramid house 
in wadsworth, and harrah's in metropolis offers a touch of las vegas. the girls also discover henry's rabbit ranch in staunton. it gets 
spooky with a ghost hunt at the mysterious mineral springs hotel in alton. soccer, bike races, rugby matches, concerts, and the lacrosse 
game are on the schedule at seatgeek stadium in bridgeview. they pass the strickler planetarium in bourbonnais, and head to the water 
works indoor water park in schaumburg, where the girls also have fun shopping at woodfield mall. in mt vernon, the v-guides marvel 
at a cool hollywood film at the granada theatre. of course, these highlights will be topped with the many sights in chicago. be it the 
magnificent view from the willis tower, or visits to millennium park, navy pier, art institute, superdawg drive-in, lincoln park zoo, or 
the calumet fisheries. maybe the v-guides will be lucky and experience the unique atmosphere of the lollapalooza festival too. 
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WISCONSIN
THE BADGER STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides have experienced many spectacles. but 
something special awaits them in oshkosh, where they 
can experience the eaa airventure flight shows. the girls 
experience what a perfect home can look like at frank 
lloyd wright's perfect country home in taliesin. there is a 
name that inevitably stands for freedom and the uniquely 
american way of life, harley davidson. therefore, the 
v-guides visit the museum in milwaukee dedicated to this 
brand. here they also make a stop at the art museum. it 
gets artistic at the circus world museum in baraboo. the 

v-guides explore the land o' lakes, including the dells of the 
wisconsin river, door county, copper falls state park, and 
other wonderful nature trails. the adventurers explore 
the cave of the mounds. things get sporty in green bay, 
where a visit to lambeau field and the walk of legends is 
on the agenda. a detour to the national railroad museum 
is also part of this. the v-guides head to spring green to 
visit the unusual house on the rock. finally, the girls learn 
about the many other values of the state at the state capitol 
in madison. of course, they discover the capital in detail.
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MINNESOTA
THE NORTH STAR STATE IN 7 EPISODES

things get wild in the superior national forest & boundary waters canoe area. the v-guides discover more wonderful locations along 
the north shore scenic drive and paddle a canoe across voyageurs national park. they enjoy stunning views from split rock lighthouse 
state park in two harbors and unwind in st. cloud with a stroll through munsinger clemens gardens. of course, a camping stop in itasca 
state park is a must. at the international wolf center, the v-guides learn more about the wonderful animals and ancestors of man's best 
friend. then, at the como park zoo & conservatory, the girls take the opportunity to get very close to large animals. later, it goes from the 
wilderness to the turbulent life of the city and here to a shopping trip in the mall of america in bloomington. the girls also pass the duluth 
aerial lift bridge on their way across the country. it's all about the fine arts in minneapolis during a visit to the institute of art. the v-guides 
can learn more about minnesota's values and traditions at the state capitol building and the cathedral of st. paul.
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IOWA
THE HAWKEYE STATE IN 7 EPISODES

now it's time to learn more about the famous river 
that features in so many books, songs, and movies. so 
the v-guides are drawn to the national mississippi river 
museum and aquarium in dubuque. in maquoketa and 
caves state park, too, female adventurers can enjoy the 
pure nature experience. at another national historic 
landmark, the seven villages of the amana colonies, the 
girls travel back into iowa's history. maybe they will also 
take part in the ragbrai. in any case, the v-guides stop 
at the beautiful bridges of madison county. they follow 
in the footsteps of herbert hoover in the west branch 
and discover the american gothic house in eldon and 
the grotto of the redemption in west bend. in dyersville, 
they visit the field of dreams movie site, where kevin 

costner filmed the succesfull motion picture of the 
same name in 1���. the girls follow in the footsteps of 
the immigrants at the national czech & slovak museum 
& library in cedar rapids. they delve further into the 
history of the state at downtown des moines and the 
local state capitol and learn more about the culture 

and art of the state at the art center.
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NEBRASKA
THE BEEF STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides are happy to meet now the warm-hearted people of the country, but they also 
want to meet the animals at omaha's henry doorly zoo and aquarium. then they discover 
some treasures at the old market. in ashland, the girls visit the strategic air and space 
museum. back on the ground, the v-guides explore the wonders of chimney rock national 
historic site and the scotts bluff national monument. then, back in town, the girls stroll 
through the haymarket district in lincoln. here, in the capital, they also discover the sunken 
gardens, the museum of american speed, the pioneer park nature center, and much more. 
as always, in the state capitol, the v-guides learn more about the values of the country. of 
course, the action girls don't want to miss one of the games at memorial stadium either. in 
north platte, the explorers have a great view from the golden spike tower. at indian cave 
state park, the group's spirit of exploration awakens once again. the girls don't just find 
out in carhenge that americans love their cars. but they prefer to discover the sandhills on 
foot and by bike. so, they might have the chance to watch the impressive crane migration. as 
pretty cowgirls, they ride along the cowboy trail into the sunset.
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SOUTH & NORTH DAKOTA
THE MOUNT RUSHMORE & SIOUX STATE IN 7 EPISODES

nature also dominates in north dakota, be it in theodore roosevelt national park or the 
national buffalo museum. the traditions of the indigenous peoples of america also play an 
important role. for example, at the knife river indian villages national historic site in stanton. 
besides, the v-guides want also to discover the legacies of the emigrants, e.g. in the scandinavian 
heritage park. the girls visit fort abraham lincoln state park, lake sakakawea, and take a trip 
up the maah daah hey trail. it gets artistic in the plains art museum and historical inn the 
heritage center in bismarck. of course, the girls discover the capital in all its facets.

in the footsteps of cary grant and eva marie saints in north by northwest, the 
v-guides discover the impressive mount rushmore and the national monument. 
they explore badlands national park, custer state park, crazy horse memorial, 
spearfish canyon, wind cave national park, the famous mammoth site, and more. 
a journey to the wild west leads the v-guides to deadwood. then, they visit the 
national music museum in vermillion and the old courthouse museum in sioux 
falls. of course, the girls also explore the highlights of the capital pierre.
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MONTANA
THE TREASURE STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides can hardly wait to discover the country's many treasures. of course, nature is always the focus, be it the glacier 
national park, the national forest, or the big sky resort. the girls practice fly fishing in the blue ribbon waterways and meet the 
local residents at the grizzly and wolf discovery center. other creatures, that are no longer quite as agile but no less fascinating, 
are discovered by the team at the museum of the rockies. then, the v-guides delve into the lives of miners from the past at the 
world museum of mining. the girls explore flathead lake and experience the fascinating underworld at lewis and clark caverns 
state park. the fun-loving girls relax in one of the hot springs before venturing into their creativity at the c.m. give in to the 
russell museum complex. they visit the moss mansion and the western heritage center in billings. a visit to the sweet palace in 
philipsburg leads the girls to the candy paradise. once again, the team delves deep into american history when they visit the little 
bighorn battlefield national monument. as always, in the state capitol, it's all about the history, cultural, and social core values 
of the country. the v-guides stroll to downtown pedestrian mall and reeder's alley. of course, they not only visit the historical 
society, but also the original governor's mansion and cathedral of saint helena, to name just a few of the highlights.
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WYOMING
THE EQUALITY STATE IN 7 EPISODES

a very special highlight awaits the v-guides right at the beginning, the yellowstone national 
park. the wild west awaits the girls at old trail town and  st. buffalo's historic occidental hotel 
museum. a technical masterpiece, on the other hand, awaits the team at buffalo bill dam. of 
course, they also visits the buffalo bill center of the west in cody. the urge to explore awakes 
again at the dinosaur center, fossil butte national monument, and devils tower national 
monument. a hike through the bridger-teton national forest takes the v-guides through the 
wild nature, and the clear waters of phelps lake refresh the adventurers. they admire the 
breathtaking views of the flaming gorge national recreation area and get close to the animals 
at bitterroot ranch and the national elk refuge. the girls transform into cheeky cowgirls at 
the cheyenne frontier days old west museum, and, then, visit the vineyards and wineries to 
learn more about local wine. they experience a touch of great britain when visiting the frontier 
prison museum in st. rawlins. the girls are fascinated by mystic falls, enjoy the charm of small-
town ten sleep, and discover the many other wonders of wyoming.
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IDAHO
THE GEM STATE IN 7 EPISODES

now, the v-guides travel to the moon, well, almost, as they visit the mesmerizing passion of craters of the moon national monument. back 
on earth, the girls discover the landscapes of the sawtooth national recreation area, the sun valley resort, the lake coeur d'alene, the hell's 
canyon national recreation area, and the shoshone falls. after relaxing at kirkham hot springs, the girls climb the mountains of city of 
rocks national reserve and bruneau dunes. then the v-guides are imprisoned but, of course, only as guests at the old idaho penitentiary state 
historic site in boise. as in any capital city, you can visit the state capitol, the museums, and one of the games at albertsons stadium.
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OREGON
THE BEAVER STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the discovery continues through the wonderful nature of america. the v-guides pass crater lake, the columbia river gorge national scenic 
area, and cannon beach. they discover washington park and japanese garden in portland, and the mount hood national forest and river. from 
bend, they start many trips to the nearby woods and the small town of sisters. the v-guides visit astoria, the samuel h. boardman state scenic 
corridor in brookings, and smith rock state park in terrebonne. with a bit of luck, they experience the oregon shakespeare festival in ashland. 
from the lighthouse, in newport, they have a fantastic view over the country. the girls experience the wild power and beauty of nature at silver 
falls state park in sublimity and at depoe bay. they go underground again at oregon caves national monument and preserve. after visiting the 
newberry national volcanic monument, it's also on to klamath falls. the girls have fun dune bashing at dunes national recreation area before 
hiking hells canyon national recreation area and exploring the willamette national forest. the willamette heritage center at the mill in salem 
is also on the bucket list, as is riverfront city park and, of course, the state capitol. in salem, the v-guides also learn that there is not only an 
enchanted forest to be discovered in frozen ii. the evening ends here at the elsinore theatre.
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WASHINGTON
THE EVERGREEN STATE IN 7 EPISODES

emma dumont

now it's off from the heights of olympic national park and mount rainier np to the shores of san juan island and 
puget sound. the v-guides experience a touch of bavaria in leavenworth. they explore the many other nature parks, 

monuments, and cities. of course, the girls visit the space needle and downtown as well as the other attractions 
in seattle. the lucky girls meet innovative doers who have founded companies here that have changed the world 

in recent decades. the v-guides also meet people who are committed to the environment. so, it goes with explorers 
to the bay for whale watching. then, the v-guides meet the team of loney wale, which has been fighting against plastic 

pollution for years. the v-guides learn that the seattle hawks stadium was the first in the us to ban 
plastic altogether. thus, from the football team, they learn more about the player's lives and 
training. of course, the guys invite the girls to a little match and, later, to join a game behind the 
scenes. maybe the v-guides will also have the chance to talk to bill gates about his life and work. 
inspired by the wonderful whale songs before, the girls now immerse themselves in the 

city's music and culture scene and follow the film's motto 
"sleepless in seattle" by partying in the clubs 

and bars until the morning.
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THE V-GUIDES discover the city's highlights, like the gastown, china 
town, the museum of anthropology as well as the sur-

rounding nature, while kayaking in the deep cove or hiking the grouse grind.

grimes ryan reynolds

pamela anderson

VANCOUVER
THE COUVE IN 7 EPISODES
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hawaii

alaska

THE PARADISES
from polar lights and whale dance to volcanos and hula
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
NORCAL IN 14 EPISODES

leslie mann
canadian film centre, 
leslie mann 3, 2�12, cc by 2.0

during these days, the v-guides experience that california not only offers 
the dream factory, hip cities, and lots of innovations, but also an incredible 
number of parks. therefore, the team splits into groups to admire the amazing 
nature and waterfalls in yosemite national park, sequoia national park, kings 
canyon national park, and many other parks. they visit muir woods national 
monument, monterey bay aquarium, santa cruz, sacramento, and other must-
see cities. of course, one of the highlights is visiting san francisco. here they 
fly over the san francisco bay in light aircraft and follow in the footsteps of 
clint eastwood, nicolas cage, and sean connery as well as the people who spent 
time on the rock, alcatraz. the inquisitive girls visit the museum of modern 
art, the de young museum, the palace of fine arts, and the california academy 
of science. of course, a ride in the cable cars and a walk along union square 
should not be missing from the program. the v-guides visit lombard street and 
admire the "painted ladies". they not only have a fantastic view from the coit 
tower but also learn more about lillie hitchcock coit and the history of the 
city. the girls are immersed in a special story in the winchester mystery house. 
after a beautiful sunset on baker beach with a view of the golden gate bridge, 
it's off on a culinary journey of discovery in the ferry building and then to the 
city's clubs. this is just a very short excerpt from the program.

https://www.flickr.com/people/cfccreates/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Leslie_Mann_3,_2012.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode
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NEVADA
THE SILVER STATE IN 7 EPISODES

david copperfield

the v-guides are looking forward to the mix of nature and entertainment that is now waiting for them. the journey of discovery ranges from 
the hoover dam, the lakes and recreation areas, over the parks to the valleys and canyons of the state. the girls stop in reno, where they see the 
air races, the great reno balloon race, and the hot august nights car convention. of course, they also visit the national automobile museum 
here. meanwhile, it's well known that girls love good music. so, of course, they have to make a stop in the black rock desert at the legendary 
burning man event. the trip through las vegas is just as spectacular. not only visits to the casinos and shows are on the program. moreover, 
the v-guides get a unique glimpse behind the scenes. of course, they enjoy the entertaining nightlife of las vegas to the fullest.
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UTAH
THE BEEHIVE STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides discover utah's nature, from 
zion national park to arches np, dead 
horse point state park and canyonlands 
np to monuments valley and bryce canyon 
np, just to name a few. as action girls, 
the v-guides naturally want to try out 
a wide variety of winter sports in utah's 
ski resort. in park city, they visit, among 
other things, the famous sundance film 
festival and the many sights. then, the way 
leads the girls to the temples at st. george 
and the temple square in salt lake city. 

the girls delve into the country's ancient 
history at the natural history museum 
while learning about utah's modern 
values at the state capitol. the v-guides 
are impressed by the mormon tabernacle, 
the architecture, and the parks of salt 
lake city. they observe equally impressive 
birds at tracy aviary and even wilder 
animals at the local zoo. later they enjoy 
an extensive shopping trip through the 
city creek center before the evening ends 
with lots of culture and entertainment.
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COLORADO
THE CENTENNIAL STATE IN 7 EPISODES

now it's time for the v-guides to discover some of the most iconic landmarks in the united states of america. so, it goes from the glowing 
rocky mountains, over snow-capped mountains, to mesa verde and the garden of gods. the adventurers also cross the country on 
the scenic silverton narrow gauge railway or drive their motor home along the san juan byway and the million dollar highway. they 
overlook the land from the black canyon and take a dip in the clear waters of the maroon bells-snowmass wilderness. the v-guides are 
also fascinated by the unique mix of rugged mountains and desert elements that the great sand dunes national park has to offer. they 
visit the colorado national monument and have fun while rafting and other activities at glenwood springs. after exploring the dinosaur 
national monument in cool explorer outfits, the v-guides present their trendiest outfits in aspen.
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KANSAS
THE SUNFLOWER STATE IN 7 EPISODES

in the beautiful wichita gardens, the v-guides find 
out that the state rightly bears its nickname. a visit to 
the sedgwick county zoo and especially the keeper of 
the plains and mid-america all-indian center will not 
be missed. here the girls also begin to follow in the 
footsteps of the legendary wyatt earp. their research 
will lead the v-guides to places of his activity, including 
dodge city. again and again, the girls are reminded of 
america's wild past. so also at fort larned. the girls 
are not only fascinated by the rough beauty of the 
monument rocks. modern achievements such as the 
spencer museum of art in lawrence, the flint hills 
discovery center in manhattan, or the evel knievel 
museum in topeka also provide enthusiasm. here, at 

the state capitol in topeka, the girls also learn about 
kansas's historical and community values. they want 
to walk in the footsteps of one of america's most 
beloved presidents. thus, they visit the eisenhower 
presidential library, museum, and boyhood home in 
abilene. things get fast in kansas city because a visit to 
the speedway is on the program. here the action girls 
take the chance to have their own racing experience. 
it stays sporty. the v-guides swap their clothes for 
soccer jerseys and shorts to have a match with the 
successful mls soccer team. then, they attend the city 
t-bones game. after a lot of sightseeing, the girls 
head to the dizzying heights of the kc zip line park to 
finally immerse themselves in cultural life.
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OKLAHOMA
THE SOONER STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the usa has many iconic areas to offer. without any doubt, a special cult for travel and 
especially motorcycle enthusiasts is route ��. thus, the v-guides follow the road for a while 
from the northeast corner, over tulsa to oklahoma city. of course, they travel on harley 

davidson bikes. but since the v-guides are modern women, they ride, of course, electric harleys. 
as so often, their way also leads to the university. here, they meet students of the same age who show 

their country to the v-guides. the girls discover the philbrook museum of art and the science museum. it also 
gets scientific at the national weather center in norman. the team feels a touch of italy at the marland estate mansion 

in ponca city, while they experience a special blend of art and nature in lawton's museum of the great plains. of course, 
the woolaroc museum & wildlife preserve and cherokee heritage center are also on the bucket list. the aquarium at jenks 

draws the explorers, as does the national cowboy & western heritage museum. in oklahoma city, the v-guides explore the zoo, the 
myriad botanical gardens, and the city national memorial, to name just a few of the many highlights.
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TEXAS
THE LONE STAR STATE IN 7 EPISODES

the v-guides don't take a break, because there is a lot to discover again, from san antonio's river walk to the alamo, one of america's most 
important historical sites. in houston, the girls don't have a problem, but they have a lot of fun. for example, they explore the space center 

and huston's museum district, and much more. in the meantime, they let themselves be enchanted by the fascinating nature of the country, 
for example, big bend national park, padre island national seashore, the guadalupe mountains, and much more. the girls visit the 
old fort worth stock yards and the gruene historic district in new braunfels. they also relax at galveston's beaches & strand 
historic district. the girls get a guided tour of the uss lexington in corpus christi. from the ship, they head to artistic wrecked 
cars, the cadillac ranch in amarillo. once again, the v-guides can prove their skills as researchers on an exploration tour through 
the natural bridge caverns. there are also many highlights of the program in dallas, such as the sixth floor museum and the 
arboretum. in austin, the state capitol is about the history and cultural 
values of the country. the v-guides enjoy the hospitality and cultural life 
everywhere, whether in small 
towns or large metropolises.
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NEW MEXICO 
THE LAND OF ENCHANTMENT IN 7 EPISODES

after many weeks on the road, the v-guides experience at the four corners monument how they can cross 4 states in just a few steps. after 
that, the girls' program ranges from ancient history to science fiction. so, they discover the ancient petroglyphs, pecos national historical 
park, and ah-shi-sle-pah in san juan county. in roswell, the girls may not encounter aliens directly but many themed attractions. not with 
a spaceship, but in a balloon, the v-guides get a wonderful overview of the country. afterward, a visit to the hot air balloon & museum in 
albuquerque is a must. it's time that things get astronomical again when the girls visit the radar observatory near socorro. the carlsbad 
caverns also offer the researchers a special adventure. the v-guides also discover the white sand dunes and shiprock and bandelier national 
monument. a little test of courage is the ride on the sandia peak tramway, while a trip on the cumbres-toltec railway is much more leisure. 
the v-guides discover the unesco site taos pueblo and fajada butte. while exploring santa fe, the girls visit the meow wolf multiverse, the 
loretto chapel and cathedral basilica of st. francis of assisi, the canyon road art district, the breweries, and many other attractions.
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ARIZONA
THE GRAND CANYON STATE IN 7 EPISODES

hailey rhode bieber
love magazine, hailey baldwin 2�1�, 

cc by �.�

emma stone 
gage skidmore, 
emma stone by gage skidmore, 
cc by-sa �.�

and again, many natural spectacles are waiting for the v-guides. they admire the glowing peaks of the grand 
canyon and the rugged cliffs of sedona. the girls follow in the footsteps of indiana jones in monument valley. 
at the hoover dam, they learn more about the power of nature. the adventurers explore tucson and get a taste 
of how the miners once lived in jerome and bisbee. canyon de chelly, horseshoe bend, and havasu falls offer 
other perfect backdrops for unique adventures and photos. in the famous tombstone, the v-guides stumble 
upon the footsteps of wyatt earp again before visiting beautiful flagstaff. the national parks lure the girls, as 
does antelope canyon at page. the journey continues to lake havasu, prescott, yuma, and other places. after so 
much nature, the full program of history, culture, and entertainment awaits the girls in phoenix.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYXogPyO5YNzxFhaOqmjVoQ
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hailey_Baldwin_2014.png
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Emma_Stone_by_Gage_Skidmore.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode
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LOS ANGELES
LA LA LAND IN 14 EPISODES

billie eilish
hailee steinfeld

of course, literally, everything revolves around the topic of film in los angeles. the v-guides discover 
the many iconic places, be it sunset boulevard, the walk of fame, beverly hills, the santa monica pier, the 
griffith observatory, and the many film studios, to name just a few of the many attractions. still, the 
focus is on the people who make l.a. such a special place. therefore, the v-guides meet personalities who 
have exciting stories to tell and show the girls their favorite places in l.a. and the surrounding area. 
places, that cannot be found in any tourist guide. the girls explore the cultural and culinary scene of 
the metropolis and do a lot of sports. in order to show all facets of l.a. the v-guides take a lot of time.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
THE GOLDEN STATE IN 7 EPISODES

adam driver

it remains to be turbulent. after a trip to malibu, the v-guides have a blast at disney land. they 
discover antelope valley, salvation mountain, the international banana museum, and the cabazon 
dinosaurs. wonderful sunsets await the girls at huntington bay and laguna beach, while they 
learn all about the origins of mcdonald's in san bernardino. the girls also experience a touch of 
denmark in solvang, and, of course, they explore the mojave national preserve, the joshua tree 
national park, and catalina island. finally, the journey of the v-guides through the usa ends in san 
diego. the girls discover the parks, the old town, museums, and other attractions. in the end, they 
deserve relaxing days on the coast to recharge their batteries for the next destinations. so, this 
first chapter of one world discovery ends with a last picturesque sunset and a great party with 
all friends who supported the v-guides on their adventure.
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THE FACTS
ALL ABOUT THE REPORTERS, VISUALIZATION, COVERAGE, PRODUCTION...

THE V-GUIDES & GUESTS
THE VISUALIZATION
PRODUCT PLACEMENT EXAMPLES

PRODUCTION NOTES
CONTACTS
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GRETA there are many beautiful, talented
women to see on the screen, in studios, on stages, and on the internet.
but there is only one greta. the italian woman is not only stunningly beautiful 
and exceptionally talented. morover, greta is a person with heart and soul. human 
values such as humility, honesty, sincerity, and friendship have great importance to 
her. rarely you will meet such an open-minded, versatile interested personality, who is 
facing the challenge to start a modern adventure by going on a discovery around the globe in order to 
share the values of our world with people everywhere.

GRETA
THE MOVIE STAR

CORE THEMES

CULTURE
SOCIAL AFFAIRS 

FILM
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PATRICIA
THE ADVENTURE GIRL

PATRICIA'S countenance resembles that of an ancient goddess. if 
she were one, she might be athena pallas. because she is 

adventurous and faces any challenge. besides, she is she is incredibly smart and loyal. however, 
maybe she would be aphrodite. because with her magical charm, she makes everyone's hearts beat faster. howsoever, 
maybe she would be circe. because with her smile, patrizia charms everyone from the first moment. she could also 
be a nymph because she loves the water and masters it on her surfboard. in any case, she is a modern muse who 

inspires the group of v-guides with her love of adventure. in all of this, patrizia is particularly characterized 
by her down-to-earthiness and simplicity. she loves high heels but prefers to walk barefoot through the sand 

or across the grass and she likes to travel from place to place in her van.
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INES
THE TECHNICIAN

INES is not only a fascinating french beauty, she has already successfully 
completed her studies in management of information system and 

marketing management. as a successful model, ines has already seen a lot of 
the world. wherever ines is, she loves to immerse herself in real life but also 
in virtual realities. because, she really loves to check new computer games.
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KARINA
THE ART LOVER

actually, it's hard to imagine, and yet there is something that outshines 
the beauty of the young woman from warsaw. it's her unique sense of humor. 

KARINA is always in a good mood. howsoever, besides all her happiness, of 
course, serious issues are very important to her. karina loves not only fashion but any kind 

of art, design or handcraft. in addition, she faces her fears to master the challenges of an adventurous 
journey. therefore, she doesn't shy away from extreme sporting activities such as a free fall or learning 
completely new daily things that are useful for the group of v-guides.
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MADELINE
THE STUNT GIRL

be it the femme fatale jeanne moreau, the diva catherine deneuve, lolita emmanuelle béart, the sweet 
audrey tautou, the innocent juliette binoche, the self-confident eva green, the mystical isabelle adjani, 

the stylish léa sedoux, the clever isabelle huppert, the opaque one mélanie laurent, the incomparable sophie marceau or 
the epitome of pure eroticism, brigitte bardot, french beauties have always brightened the cinema screen. our v-guide

MADELINE embodies all these characters in just one gorgeous person. she is the epitome of true beauty. 
natural, charming, adorable, she immediately touches every heart with her charm. her smile 

would have saved even the titanic from sinking because even the coldest ice block melts away at her sight. madeline 
is crazy and solid at the same time. she loves her motorbike and is also very knowledgeable about finances and 
countless other things. with her, every story becomes an oscar-worthy event.
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THE V-GUIDES
 HOSTS +++ MODELS +++ DISSEMINATORS +++ NETWORKER

THE V-GUIDES are not only THE HOSTS of the one world discovery
and role models who inspire the young as well as the old through

     their AUTHENTICITY, SPIRIT, AND NATURALNESS. 
they are also very strong NETWORKERS  who, as prominent personalities, 
        inform the public about the stages of the expedition on social media. 

in addition, THEY APPEAR IN RELEVANT TV & TALK SHOWS,
THEY ALSO MEET CELEBRITIES, TAKE ON GUEST
ROLES IN FILMS, LEAD THROUGH LIVE EVENTS 

and much more. therefore, the v-guides are the 

NO. 1 DISSEMINATORS of the one world
                                                                                discovery: 

    "7 DAYS/7 WEEKS...".

THEY APPEAR IN RELEVANT TV & TALK SHOWS,



sample image

THE V-MOBILE
THE V-GUIDE'S COACH TRIP THROUGH THE WORLD

remember the ��'s documentary

101 by depeche mode.
a group of fans follows 

their idols on their tour through the 
united states in a huge motorhome. it's 
an entertaining coach trip, which starts with 
shows in small towns and ends with the grand concert 
in the rose bowl in pasadena. watch a scene here

now, more than �� years later, the cheerful

V-GUIDES overtake action. in their eye-
catching, branded motorhome, they 

discover even the remotest places. where the streets 
are impassable, they take the bike or walk.
so, they can not only travel safely also during a pan-
demic, but they can discover even lost places. flexible, 
they can meet local people to talk with them about 
their country's history, traditions and values. further-
more, they can talk about their life, work, and passion 
in a domestic, cheerful, and personal atmosphere.

the stylish yet cozy in-
terior creates a warm and 
creative atmosphere. thus, 
the vehicle is the perfect 
venue for emotional and 
personal interviews with 
friends, celebrities, and 
locals.

the v-guides stop their 
mobile where ever they see 
exciting places, and to have, 
for instance, a delicious barbecue with 
friends, celebrities, and locals in front 
of the cool motorhome. in the evening, 
they have fun while jamming sitting 
around the bonfire.

read more 
about the 
many options 
on page 1�.  

https://youtu.be/2w3ADYwRRdw
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Emma_Stone_by_Gage_Skidmore.jpg
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on their discovery, the v-guides meet students, 
people from next door and heroes of the 
everyday life. besides, the girls also meet many 
actors, musicians, artists, fashion designers, 
athletes, and other celebrities in their 
hometowns. 

all of them show their city and country to the 
v-guides. they tell the girls more about culture 
and history. together they discover the popular 
places in the area as well as the hidden gems. 
so, the v-guides will get a personal, and, thus, 
emotional insight into the city and country's 
heart and soul.

hollywood-stars, international musicians, and 
artists have always been very delighted with 
our in-depth, respectful, and creative talks. 

THE GUESTS
THE TALK SHOW PART
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THE G-GUIDES
ENTERTAINING GUEST STARS*

(OPTIONS FOR ONE EPISODE OR A COMPLETE SEASON)

SOPHY LLOYD is a highly 
talented, gorgeous guitar player.
youtube: �1� k �≈ �m per viewers�
instagram: ��� k

JOSH YEO is a filmmaker, who 
became famous for his entertaining 

camera and gimbal tutorials.
youtube: ��� k 

instagram: �1 k

JULIUS DEIN  is known for 
his amazing street magic.
instagram: �,� m
youtube: �11 k 

ANNA LOUISE is a gorgous 
youtube star, trying out the newest 
bikini and lingerie collections.
youtube: 1�2 k �≈ 2m viewers�
instagram: ��� k ZACH KING is a modern (video) 

illusionist. he is known for his 
"magic vines", which he presents in 
an outstanding and charming way. 
youtube: �,11 m �≈ �� m viewers�
instagram: 2�,1 m

*current examples�ideas�

AMANDA CERNY
the popular vlogger and 
actress presents on 
instagram "your daily 
dose of happiness". 
she is also an activist, 
and un-ambassador.
youtube: 2,� m
instagram: 2�,� m  

https://valeurmagazine.com/portfolio/mimi/
https://valeurmagazine.com/portfolio/belinda/
https://valeurmagazine.com/portfolio/belinda/
https://valeurmagazine.com/portfolio/belinda/
https://valeurmagazine.com/portfolio/mimi/
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over 2� years we established a network 
that enables us to meet with the creme 
de la creme in the business.

whenever an in-person meeting is im-
possible, we talk via zoom or skype in 
a comfortable environment - in a café, 
a hotel, and often next to, or in front 
of a car, complemented by a backdrop 
of a castle, the ocean, or other impres-
sive backdrops.

planned are:

margot robbie - emma stone - chris 
evans - amandla stenberg - dua lipa -
samara weaving - chris hemsworth 
ryan reynolds - will smith - alicia keys 
steven soderbergh - emilie blunt 
lady gaga - coldplay - matt damon
bill & melinda gates - zendaya...

this list is just an ex-
cerpt of the celeb-talks 
planned from ����.

THE CELEBRITIES
INTERVIEW PLAN 2022 - 2024
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A COMPLEX STORY(TELLING)
MODERN EDUTAINMENT

THE V-GUIDES take the audience by the hand to 
lead the public actively in and 

through exciting stories. 

INTO ACTION-PACKED, COMPLETE
DAILY ROUTINES, which always follow 

a common thread 

AND A THRILLING BACKSTORY, 
highly interesting topics will be integrated authentically.

THE TERM DISCOVERY reflects the aim. 
only a part �max. 

���� of the content will be planned and researched in advance. 
the rest leaves to chance, spontaneity, and luck. thereby, it can 

- and will - happen that a day turns out completely different 
than planned, and the v-guides have to face real challenges 
and need to find new ways. 

THE AUDIENCE IS         in these moments, 

INVITED TO BECOME A V-GUIDE 
by supporting the team and sharing their tips or advices, 

express criticism and much more. in this way, the owd team 
as well as the audience become one. therefore, from now on

WE SPEAK ABOUT 'US' AND 'WE'. 
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A COMPLEX STORY(TELLING)
MODERN EDUTAINMENT

TOGETHER WE MEET INTERESTING LOCALS from all walks of life. we talk 
to them about their lives, their 

work, their hopes and fears, and their 

these locals show us real worth seeing places, which cannot be found in a typical tourist guide and they in-
troduce other outstanding personalities to us, whose 

THOUGHTFUL OR HAPPY. A DAY COULD START with a meeting with a construction worker on the street. during 
a break, he tells us more about his life and sister, who works in a 

diner. we visit her to get a glimpse into the local customs and cuisine. she tells us about an artist who regularly comes for breakfast. then, we meet the 
artist, and learn more about a cultural project he�she works on with friends to bring the traditions of her country closer to people all over the world.

 FROM PURE NATURE AND HIDDEN PLACES TO VIVID CITY MARKETS, THEATERS, BARS, CLUBS, SPORTS GROUNDS, AND EVENTS, 
MUSEUMS, GALLERIES, CONCERT ARENAS, SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES, PARKS, MONUMENTS, HOTELS & CASTLES, 

BOUTIQUES, AND MALLS... EVERYTHING THAT IS CHARACTERISTIC OF A PLACE WILL BE DISCOVERED BY US.

COUNTRY, ITS CULTURE, AND HISTORY. 
STORIES TOUCH, MOTIVATE AND INSPIRE US, and which 

make us
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THE STORY(TELLING)
THE DOCU-REALITY MORE IN DETAIL...

everything is 

PRESENTED IN A VERY SIMPLE 
LANGUAGE AND WITH IMPRESSIVE 
PICTURES to make the story easy to understand and 

accessible to as many people as possible.

of course, we are not entirely reinventing the wheel. however, 
we are mounting it on a modern "car" that is gladly "driven" 

BY YOUNG PEOPLE. A DYNAMIC 
AUDIENCE WHICH IS QUESTIONING, 
OPEN-MINDED, CRITICAL, AND 
CURIOUS at the same time. active people who keep 

an open eye for the world, especially 

IN TIMES OF THE CORONA CRISIS, 
and, in this context, who plan their next trip very carefully.
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THE PRODUCT PLACEMENT  
RETURN TO VALUES

the owd can't be compared with others, because it isn't 
following any current standards, especially not those, 
which will be outdated sooner or later. on the contrary, 
the owd always wants to develop further and reinvent 
itself continuously.

furthermore, the v-guides do not want to influence others. 
instead, they want to be impressed by exciting topics and 
people. thereby, the aim is to share these impressions with 
the international audience through lifestyle stories as 
described before. 

in this sophisticated context, the owd integrates products, 
brands, and services in an authentic way to make them a 
real part of the story. 

learn more about the exciting options on the next pages.

BBBBARGAINS, BODIES & BORING
PRODUCT-PRESENTATIONS... IT'S TIME TO USE THE 

TRUE POWER OF MEDIA
TO SPREAD REAL VALUES
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PRODUCT PLACEMENT EXAMPLE
WITHIN THE STORYTELLING

the v-guides... presented topic � area � part style of the v-guides

arrive and check in house, lobby�foyer, reception, team urban, casual, travel looks

move into the room the first attributes of the suite�room change of clothes �city, sportive ...�

go to town� on excursion architecture, service, team, specials city, boho-chic, sportive, trekking...

return & refresh themselves room & bath special wellness, beauty, sensual ...

have dinner�enjoy evening restaurant, bar, talk with chef & staff chic, classy, seductive elegant

sunset terrace � pool � bar ... chic, swimwear ...

going to sleep room, bath, bed, comfort ... pajamas, lingerie ...

awaking bed, comfort, bath wellness, beauty, lingerie, pajamas

fitness gym � pool ... sportive, swimwear, wellness ...

breakfast restaurant, talk with manager... casual

departure foyer, house travel looks

example for a hotel integration - how the house becomes a part of the story 
�adaptable to all product and service areas�

images: grand hyatt story

therefore, the hotel will be an active and authentic part of the storytelling. it will be presented in many 
different eye-catching styles to show its facets and arouse the attention of the most diverse target groups.
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within the expedition, themes such as 

FASHION, LIFESTYLE, FILM, 
MUSIC, SPORTS, TECHNOLOGY... 
build a creative and commercial platform for an 

ENTERTAINING YET EDUCATIONAL,
IMPRESSIVE, and - in the best case -

WORLD-CHANGING 
but in any case, authentic docu-reality with

 WEEKLY EPISODES & REVIEWS 
AND DAILY DIARIES & NEWS.

THE PRODUCT PLACEMENT
MODERN STORYTELLING INSTEAD OF CONVENTIONAL ADVERTISING
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THE PRODUCT PLACEMENT
A GREAT UNIVERSE OF ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

the owd-storytelling offers many options for an extremely individual, target group-oriented, and above all authentic product placement. products,  
services, and brands from all consumer market fields are presented "in action", i.e. in an authentic use. the brand reports 

create an emotional and sustainable connection to the brand and its products for the public. 

HERE YOU CAN SEE an excerpt from the possibilities of product  
placement in the one world discovery.
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THE PRODUCT PLACEMENT
A MODERN 360° COMMUNICATION

EACH PRODUCT PLACEMENT INCLUDES:
 authentic & effective product placements in the documentary
 ◦ the v-guides present the brand, products, and services within complex stories

 authentic & effective product placement in the magazine �booklet�
 ◦ additional photo stories incl. details & links to �sale� websites

 additional brand-reports on all platforms �cross-media, print, online, tv...�
 ◦ e.g. the v-guides visit a company, have interviews, show product-reviews...

MAGAZINE

VIDEO

EXAMPLE: SHOES & STYLES within the 7 days berlin teaser, we showed many 
different styles within just one day. it reached from sneakers over boots to high-heels, 
from urban streetwear over casual to elegant styles and lingerie as well. this example is 
relevant to all business areas. there are no limits. moreover, the 50 � scripting focuses on 
presenting every partner most authentically and impressively possible.

 additional commissioned shoots on exclusive locations
 ◦ photo/video for catalog, campaign, image, website, social media

 copyright & licenses
 ◦ valeur media transfers all rights to the partner

 additional communication through media-partners
 ◦ sharing of pictures & content with multipliers �online, tv, print...�
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NEW YORK & BACK TO THE FUTURE
the v-guides run through new york's central park:
 ◦  presentation of the place, its history, people, specials...
 ◦  integration of a contemporary smartwatch
 ◦  bridge to the first 'smartwatch' by casio: 'the calculator watch' 
 ◦  bridge to 'back to the future' �where the original watch was seen first time�
 ◦  bridge to michael j. fox: interview about the past, present and future
 ◦  bridge to the m.j.f. parkinson foundation incl. visit and interviews 
back in town
 ◦ visit to the film academy: interviews with young talents 
 ◦ visit to productions �theater, film, video - behind the scenes…�
the day ends in one of the nicest movie theaters of the city and, hereafter, with a nice 
dinner with an interesting representative of the city.
 

TECHNOLOGY, LIFESTYLE, WELLNESS, HEALTH, FASHION, ENTERTAINMENT, ART, 
SERIOUS ISSUES, HOLLYWOOD, CELEBRITIES, SOCIAL PROJECTS, AND MUCH MORE 
WILL BE COMBINED TO COMPLEX, INFORMATIVE, AND ENTERTAINING STORIES.
always - as long as it matches authentically with the content - the features of the products, as well as 
extensive brand stories, will be presented, including interviews and additional information.

THE STORIES & INTEGRATION
ANOTHER BRIEF STORY EXAMPLE OF A DAY IN NEW YORK
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ON THE WAY
THE V-MOBILE & VEHICLES

ON THE ROAD now more than ever, many people love 
to spend their holidays in an individual and independent way. 
furthermore, they love to be active in their leisure time with 
their bikes and through other activities. 

product-placements �examples�: the v-guides love to cook every day 
in the van's kitchen �dishes, utensils, storage boxes, coffee machine, 
microwave, oven, etc.� of course, they decorate their motorhome 
�interior, blankets, pillows, ...� they enjoy music and tv �electronic 
devices, instruments, equipment�, and they want to be flexible. thus, 
they discover the areas with their bikes �bike & accessories�. this type 
of traveling offers countless opportunities to present products and 
brands in an entertaining and authentic way.  

THE V-GUIDES discover the country in their motorhome, 
on motorcycles, with jeeps, cabriolets, roadsters, bikes... they 

use the various possibilities which a place has to offer to 
be active. thus, the v-guides have fun on e-boars, 

wakeboards, surfboards, and much more. 
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ON THE WAY
CRUISELINERS & BOATS

ON WATER like the explorers of the past, the v-guides will reach 
some destinations by ship. but, of course, in a much more comfortable 
way. they enjoy the luxury on a cruise line ship while going to the spa or 
the clubrooms, restaurants, shows, pools, or sportive attractions. 
on sailing ships, the guides experience the spirit of adventure. on a 
riverboat, they learn more about a city and country. of course, they also 
discover the area with their canoes, jet-skis, and other water vehicles.

product-placement �examples�: bags, travel uten-
sils, sun glasses, camera, binoculars, beauty, 
fashion, notebook ... there are no limits, to present 
suitable products and brands within the story.  

instead of classical ads, the owd shows vessels, services, attractions & people within an entertaining and emotional storyline, instead of classical ads, the owd shows vessels, services, attractions & people within an entertaining and emotional storyline, 
on eye-catching photos and videos, and through authentic interviews and reports. they will not only arouse the attention of the on eye-catching photos and videos, and through authentic interviews and reports. they will not only arouse the attention of the 

audience, even in times of the coronavirus, but their wanderlust and interest to book a trip for the upcoming season.audience, even in times of the coronavirus, but their wanderlust and interest to book a trip for the upcoming season.
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the v-guides will show the outstanding service and effort to please the guest. they will talk with the captain and crew to underline the v-guides will show the outstanding service and effort to please the guest. they will talk with the captain and crew to underline 
the high service level emotionally and authentically. with breathtaking videos and photos, the one world discovery will show the the high service level emotionally and authentically. with breathtaking videos and photos, the one world discovery will show the 

company's uniqueness while creating an emotional relationship for the audience.company's uniqueness while creating an emotional relationship for the audience.

ON THE WAY 
AIRLINES & AIR SPORTS

IN THE AIR no matter whether it is about an international airline 
or charter service, a helicopter, or a sightseeing flight, people will always 
appreciate one of the most outstanding achievements of the world's history. 
aviation allows us to reach remote places, not only to see their beauty but 
to learn more about them. Furthermore, it is an unforgettable moment of 
every journey to observe a town or nature from above during a parachute.

product-placement �examples�: flight utensils 
like neck cushion, bags, noise-reduction head-
phones, vr-glasses, camera, e-reader, com-
pression stockings... to name just a few...
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the v-guides will not only sleep in a place, but they will discover it. they meet a concierge or a member of the service staff, who tells the v-guides will not only sleep in a place, but they will discover it. they meet a concierge or a member of the service staff, who tells 
them more about the house. in any case, the v-guides introduce the place in a very entertaining, emotional, and eye-catching way them more about the house. in any case, the v-guides introduce the place in a very entertaining, emotional, and eye-catching way ��incl. incl. 

links to booking siteslinks to booking sites��, to make it easy for the audience to book and stay here the next time. , to make it easy for the audience to book and stay here the next time. 

THE STAY 
HOTELS & ALTERNATIVE ACCOMODATIONS

IN YOUR ROOM different people 
have different demands. while some expect 
the pure luxury of a �* hotel, others prefer 
to stay in a hostel or a place booked
via airbnb. in any case, the guests want 
to discover a place and go back 
home with that certain smile 
on their faces.

product-placement �examples�: fashion and 
lingerie from casual to very elegant �accor-
ding to the occasion and time�, bags & suit-
cases, beauty stuff, notebook, accessories...
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additional product-placement �examples�: 
fashion and accessories, beauty and makeup, 
drinks, food, dishes...  

THE PLEASURE 
RESTAURANTS, BARS, CLUBS...

ON THE TABLE ON THE TABLE of course, restaurants and  of course, restaurants and  
diners, bars or clubs provide unique dishes or drinks, diners, bars or clubs provide unique dishes or drinks, 
both traditional or modern and sometimes even ex-both traditional or modern and sometimes even ex-
perimentally. it's time to present it to the audience, perimentally. it's time to present it to the audience, 
to whet their appetite for a journey to that place. to whet their appetite for a journey to that place. 

the v-guides enjoy the dishes, drinks, and service in the-the v-guides enjoy the dishes, drinks, and service in the-
se locations. they talk with the chefs that give them se locations. they talk with the chefs that give them 
an insight into the local cuisine and its heritage and an insight into the local cuisine and its heritage and 
traditions. traditions. 

at the bar, the guides learn more about the favorite at the bar, the guides learn more about the favorite 
local drinks and how to mix or serve them. the wai-local drinks and how to mix or serve them. the wai-
tress, locals, or celebs tell them more about the place tress, locals, or celebs tell them more about the place 
and her life - personal, emotional, authentic.and her life - personal, emotional, authentic.
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TRANSPORT & ACCESSORIES
P R O D U C T - P L A C E M E N T S  W I T H I N  T H E  S T O R I E S

COMPANIES
PRESENTED IN AN EXTRAORDINARILY ENTERTAINING AND DURABLE 
BRAND REPORT IN FORM OF A HIGH-CLASS LIFESTYLE DOCUMENTARY
including: brand history - philosophy - usp - services - team - booking links - p.o.s.
from � up to 2� pages �in summary�, incl. � - 12 min. video report - content sharing
with media partners. ALL PICTURES & VIDEOS FREE FOR USE!
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EQUIPMENT / TECHNOLOGY
P R O D U C T - P L A C E M E N T S  W I T H I N  T H E  S T O R I E S

PHOTO & VIDEO PRODUCTS 
PRESENTED BY EYE-CATCHING V-GUIDES IN TRUE ACTION AND THROUGH 
ENTERTAINING DESCRIPTIONS AND TUTORIALS, ADDRESSED TO A LIFESTYLE GROUP.  
within authentic and cheerful photo & video stories, the v-guides show the functions
and advantages of products by using a simple & entertaining lifestyle language. 
including: history - philosophy - usp - extensive product presentations & tutorials 

 up to ��� pages �in total�, 1�� min. video, and content sharing with media partners...

ALL VIDEOS & PHOTOS ARE 
FREELY AVAILABLE FOR ANY 

KIND OF PURPOSES
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THE ADDITIONAL CONTENT
M A K I N G  O F  + + +  B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S  + + +  L I F E S T Y L E  T U T O R I A L S

people love funny videos. they also want to learn more about the things behind a story. every episode and issue will be supplemented 
by hilarious outtakes, interesting behind the scenes and making of reports, and educational tutorials. these entertaining tutorials 
will be presented in a simple language. therefore, they will be easy to understand, and accessible for a big target group.
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THE TARGET GROUP
DEMOGRAPHICS AND SOCIOGRAPHICAL

IN GENERAL THE AUDIENCE...
 
◦ is lifestyle-oriented 
◦ attaches great importance to quality in all spheres 
◦ is willing to take time and spend more money

GENDER & AGE GROUP

the main content is addressed to all genders, but 
themes like fashion & beauty mainly arouse the inter-
est of women and x genders. the average age is 1�-��. 

EDUCATION, JOB & CHARACTER                                      

◦ higher education �completed or in progress�
◦ expect top-jobs; therefore, they accept more work
◦ cosmopolitans, interested in other cultures

WATCHING & READING BEHAVIOR

◦ highly internet-savvy, 
◦ expect to stream content anytime, but
◦ attach value to an authentic & sophisticated content 

MAIN EXPECTATIONS

because of their busy lives, the audience expects to 
get profound information, presented in an entertain-

ing and comprehensible way with a positive message.

USAGE BEHAVIOR OF CROSS-MEDIA & DEVICES

◦ expects daily news via social media on a smartphone 
◦ takes time for profound content by streaming on tv, 

or watching and reading it on tablet or notebook
 

PERCEPTION OF ADVERTISING

◦ they dont like�accept interruptions through ads
◦ accepts product-placements within stories as long 

as they are authentic and relevant

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION

◦ likes and shares favorite contents
◦ expects a platform for comments and critic

 ◦ wants to take part actively in the storytelling 

v-
gu

id
e k

at
hy
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THE KEY FACTS
VISUALIZATION - RUNNING TIME - DISTRIBUTION - AUDIENCE

at least � episodes per state á �� - 12� minutes
COVERAGE (ISSUES)

additional magazine reports
AVARAGE RUNNING TIME (EPISODES) 

ADDITIONAL 
daily diaries: á � - 1� min. each day during the production
weekly reviews & tutorials: ca. 1� - 1� min.
live streams: depending on occasion

VISUALIZATION (VIDEO STYLE MIX) 
◦ educational: sophisticated, profound tv-documentary
◦ story telling: exciting road-movie 
◦ eye-catching: stylish music video clip 
◦ entertaining: a personal talk-show
◦ authentic: social media channel 

VISUALIZATION (MAGAZINE) 
high-glossy, campaign & catalog, documentary, travel, art

VISUALIZATION (SOCIAL MEDIA) 
fresh, modern, funny, entertaining, eye-catching

COPYRIGHTS FOR YOU!
the production includes copyrights for you, including 
the license to use the footage in other media when 
stating the credit to the owd. in addition, we offer an 
image video for each country and city that encapsulates 
the best moments of the discovery on-site�
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THE KEY FACTS
VISUALIZATION - RUNNING TIME - DISTRIBUTION - AUDIENCE

publication area: international�global

multiplicators 1: the v-guides will share the content in social 
media + partner media 

multiplicators 2: the content will be shared with ≈ ��� inter-
national partners of all industries �tourism, fashion, techno-
logy, lifestyle, sports, beauty...� and formats �print- & online, 
social media, tv� and long-termn streaming-partners*.

audience: the owd-audience expects outstanding contents, 
informatve, entertaining and authentic stories. the main in-
terests are: travel, culture, history, people, nature, lifestyle, 
entertainment, design, technology, mobility, art, wellness & 
health, beauty, sport, traditions, and more.

age-group: traditionally, the age-group is broad-ranging due 
to the wide scope of topics. the average age is: 1� to �0 years. 

time of production: ≈ 2 - � weeks per state 
team: ca. � - � persons

publication & promotion time: 
from the first day it starts with social media diaries. 
the episodes will be published ≈ � weeks after the production 
is completed, and from then in weekly intervals. 
every season will be promoted for � months actively and will 
then be available for an unlimited time in the media centers.

planned reach: > 1� million

production costs: depending on the scope of the publication*

*we provide selected material to media partners free of charge. however, they are not obliged to publish the footage in general or at a specific time.
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CAMERA & LENSES AUDIOCOMPUTER

2 canon r� c + 12 - ��� mm
dji ronin �d �-axis cinema 
sony a1 + 12mm - ���mm
gopro hero 1�

� ring-lights �directly mountable on the cameras�
� led studio light sets plus � led handheld spots

� panasonic dmw-xlr1 
rode ntg � & rode ntg �+ 
rode blimp mkii
rode boompole pro & rode ws� 

� zoom f1, zoom h� & h�

dji inspire 2 incl. x� � yuneec typhoon h� 
2 dji rs 2 � ronin-s

LIGHT

DRONES & GIMBALS

1x screen ��" � case midi
notebook � keys + hdd

weight in total: ca �� kg

THE EQUIPMENT
8K & 45 MP (COMPATIBLE WITH NETFLIX & DISNEY+)
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PHOTO & FILM PRODUCTION everybody is involved in different tasks. the 
v-guides are also editors. furthermore, they take 
care of social media and the organization as well. 
everything is well-organized to keep the effort 

for all concerned as low as possible.

MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATION

V-GUIDE(S)

madeline

for one year, we have 
tested the newest video 
technology. thereby, we 
found a way to produce 
high-quality footage with less effort. 
so, it's possible to realize a documentary with 
only two people and less equipment. it will be 
unnecessary to close a street or place. 
of course, we will not disturb or endanger 
the public, but we will respect their privacy. 
besides, the post-production will be out-
sourced completely. 

greta & ines will overtake the leading roles 
the others will support them temporarily. 

the core team consists 
of two people who are 
responsible for the 

organization and admi-
nistration. temporarily, the v-guides will 
overtake these tasks. other task will be out-
sourced. if it becomes necessary, makeup and 
styling will be done by local artists. 

TEAM ONSITE
in general: � - � people
additional: 2 - � �temporarily, locals�
 

greta ines

betty louisemarco christopher

patricia

THE (ON-SITE) TEAM
PERFECTLY MATCHED

https://valeurmagazine.com/claudia-the-splendid-v-guide/
https://valeurmagazine.com/claudia-the-splendid-v-guide/
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MARCO KOKKOT CHRISTOPHER LEPS
over the past �� years, chris has had a unique 
adventure in the entertainment industry. his 
career started at the walt disney company 
in 1���. as a stuntman, he appeared in many 
live shows, including marvel’s x-men adven-
tures, disney’s indiana jones epic stunt spec-
tacular, and the wild wild wild west stunt 
show at universal studios. 

furthermore, he performed in 1�� tv episodes and over �� feature films, inclu-
ding buffy the vampire slayer, 2�, alias, csi, agents of s.h.i.e.l.d., the walking 
dead, the pirates of the caribbean saga, avatar, the adventures of tintin, and 
most recently, the disney+ series, the mandalorian.
chris has doubled for many of the top names in hollywood, such as casper 
van dien, kiefer sutherland, jeremy piven, colin farrell, ewan mcgregor, justin 
bartha, matt damon, and, last but not least, johnny depp.
as member of sag-aftra, he is a screen actors guild award nominee 
and winner, in recognition of his performances in tv and film. 
as a filmmaker and storyteller, chris has written, produced, 
directed, and edited a variety of projects ranging from short-
form content to marketing and promotional materials, to 
documentary and feature narratives. read more...

marco's career began �� years ago as a 
bassist and keyboard player. even after his 
active career, he stayed true to the stage. 
as a photographer and videographer, he 
shot countless concerts, including yello, 
dua lipa, tove lo, broods, nigel kennedy, 
imany, and depeche mode. 
after founding a model and event agency, 
marco produced many shootings and great shows during the fashion weeks. 
finally, he launched the valeur magazine in 2�1�. in cooperation with many 
international top brands, marco published over �� extensive editions until 
2�1�, including two star wars specials and an oscars special. 
besides, he interviewed stars like ryan reynolds, harrison ford, ryan gosling, 
robert downey jr., will smith, keanu reeves, brian cox, rosanna arquette, etc. 
due to the unique storytelling, the magazine met with great interest interna-

tionally. so, it laid the foundation stone for the one world discovery. 
in cooperation with companies like the grand hyatt, the museum of 

technology, the friedrichstadt-palast, and many others, marco 
presented the first pilot episodes to the public in 2�2�. during 
the pandemic, he intensively developed the concept of the edu-
tainment series, which is now officially starting.

REFERENCES
FILM TEAM
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THE PREVIOUS TITLES
UP TO NOW



VALEUR SPECIAL INDIA (2010) ����k�
LEST WE FORGET (2014)  �1.� m�
STEPPING FREE OF THE SNAGS IN THE SYSTEM (2015) �1.�m�
CREATE ONE WORLD (2015)  �1.2m�
FASHION WEEK SPECIAL (2016) ����.����
STAR WARS SPECIAL 2 (2017)  ����.����
THE 89TH OSCAR SPECIAL EDITION (2017) �1.�m�
FROM HOLY WATERS TO THE BLUE SEA (2017) ����k�
A BRIEF HISTORY OF LINGERIE (2018) ����k�
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THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ISSUES
OF THE MAGAZINE UP-TO-DATE
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